LESSON 42 どれがいちばんおいしいかな
DORE GA ICHIBAN OISHII KANA

Anna どれがいちばんおいしいかな。 I wonder which is the most delicious.

Salesperson MAKUNOUCHI-BENTÔ WA NINKI GA ARIMASU YO.

Anna じゃ、私は別の内。 Then, I will take the

Makunouchi-bento is popular.

Then, I will take the makunouchi-bento.

Anna JA, WATASHI WA MAKUNOUCHI. Makunouchi.

Then, I will take the makunouchi-bento.

Me, too.

Rodrigo BOKU MO. Split the bill, please.

SHIHarAI WA BETSUBETSUNI ONEGAI SHIMASU.

Grammar Tips

ICHIBAN (The best, the most, number one)

- When you compare three or more things, you express which is the best by saying ICHIBAN.
  e.g.) WATASHI WA MAKUNOUCHI-BENTÔ GA ICHIBAN SUKI DESU.
  (I like Makunouchi-bento, or a variety box lunch the best.)

DORE GA ICHIBAN Adjective DESU KA (Which one is the most _?)

- To make questions, using ICHIBAN, you use different interrogatives before ICHIBAN, depending on what is being compared.

ITSU GA (When) DOKO GA (Where)
DORE GA (Which) NANI GA (What)

Sound Words

GUGU

It is the sound of a stomach, when a person is hungry.

PEKO

It describes being very hungry.